































































































































































































































































	t	Critical	two-tail	 1.976013	 		Figure	3.4				 Figure	3.4	shows	the	results	of	the	testing	done	on	the	fourth	factor.	Once	again,	the	alpha	is	less	than	0.05,	so	we	can	reject	the	null	hypothesis.							
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t-Test:	Two-Sample	Assuming	Unequal	Variances	
















	t	Critical	two-tail	 1.980448	 		Figure	3.5		 Figure	3.5	shows	the	first	question	of	Factor	5	tested	against	the	first	question	of	Factor	7.	Once	again,	the	alpha	is	lower	than	0.05,	so	we	can	reject	the	null	hypothesis		
t-Test:	Two-Sample	Assuming	Unequal	Variances	













































APPENDIX	1:	INSTRUMENT	Factor	1:	Personalization	1. I	mind	when	a	website	uses	my	personally	identifying	information	(PII)	to	customize	my	browsing	experience.	2. I	mind	when	a	website	uses	cookies	to	customize	my	browsing	experience	(A	cookie	is	information	that	a	website	puts	on	your	hard	disk	so	it	can	remember	something	about	you	at	a	later	time).	3. I	mind	when	a	website	uses	my	purchasing	history	to	personalize	my	browsing	experience	(e.g.	by	suggesting	products	for	me	to	purchase).	4. I	mind	when	my	PII	is	used	for	marketing	or	research	activities.	5. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	monitors	my	purchasing	patterns.		Factor	2:	Notice/Awareness	1. I	want	the	option	to	decide	how	my	PII	is	used.	2. I	want	a	Web	site	to	disclose	security	safeguards	used	to	protect	my	PII.	3. I	want	a	Web	site	to	disclose	how	my	PII	will	be	used.		4. I	want	a	Web	site	to	inform	me	before	using	my	PII	in	a	manner	that	it	had	not	previously	disclosed	to	me.	5. I	want	a	Web	site	to	keep	me	informed	of	changes	to	its	privacy	practices.		Factor	3:	Transfer	1. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	discloses	my	buying	patterns	to	third	parties.	2. I	mind	when	my	information	is	shared	with	third	parties.	3. I	mind	when	my	PII	is	traded	with	or	sold	to	third	parties.		Factor	4:	Collection	1. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	that	I	visit	collects	(without	my	consent)	information	about	my	browsing	patterns.	2. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	that	I	visit	collects	(without	my	consent)	information	about	my	browser	configuration	3. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	that	I	visit	collects	(without	my	consent)	information	about	my	IP	address	(a	number	that	identifies	you	computer	from	all	other	computers	on	the	Internet).	4. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	that	I	visit	collects	(without	my	consent)	information	about	the	type	of	computer/operating	system	I	use.	5. I	mind	when	a	Web	site	records	the	previous	Web	site	I	visited.		Factor	5:	Information	Storage	1. I	am	concerned	about	unauthorized	employees	getting	access	to	my	information.	2. I	am	concerned	about	unauthorized	hackers	getting	access	to	my	information.		Factor	6:	Access/Participation	1. I	want	a	Web	site	to	allow	me	to	check	my	PII	for	accuracy.	
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2. I	want	a	Web	site	to	allow	me	to	modify	my	PII.		Factor	7:	Dark	Web	1. I	am	knowledgeable	about	the	Dark	Web	and	its	uses.	2. I	plan	on	accessing	the	Dark	Web	through	the	TOR	network	in	the	future	or	have	in	the	past.	3. My	knowledge	of	the	Dark	Web	is	limited.		
